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available for this variation. Extreme pressure, multi-purpose gear oil designed for the protection
of heavily loaded steel gears. It is recommended for use in differentials, gear boxes and steering
gears of passenger cars, light trucks, farm tractors and earthmoving equipment. Castrol GTX
20W protects against problems, like sludge, that your engine faces every day. Severe driving
conditions such as every day stop-start traffic, harsh weather conditions and extended drain
intervals, can all cause the build-up of a thick, tar-like substance c
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alled sludge. You can't see this sludge build-up but it can damage your engine's performance
and cause premature engine failure. Fully synthetic automotive gear oil, recommended for
vehicles with manual transaxles that combine gearbox and hypoid differentials; eg.
Recommended for use in manual transmission where 75W GL-4 or 5 lubricants are

recommended. Suitable for rear exles of light cars and secondary drive axles of 4WD vehicles
for reduced viscous drag and enhanced fuel efficiency, especially for around town service. An
automatic transmission fluid designed for use in older pre Ford vehicles and some early model
European and Japanese cars, particularly those requiring Ford M2CG fluids. Stern Drive - 80
Series, Series. From drive Serial No. Hydraulic lift uses same oil as engine. Stern Drive - Single
Prop. Stern Drive - Duo Prop. Stern Drive - SP Drives. Power Steering. Stern Drive - SX Drives.
Recommendations are for Passenger Cars Only. Not all vehicles will have a recommendation.

